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MODULE

0
LEARNING SKILLS
Essential soft skills to learn how to start
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We start in “Module 0” instead of “Module 1”, why? If we want to start a business, we will need
some skills to allow us develop it in the right way. It is essential to know this basis, practice and
develop them. In this module we will talk about the importance of different skills and how they
are related with business.

a.- Teamwork: basis of collaborative work
In all companies, teamwork has emerged as an essential skill of employees. Why? Here you
have five points that will make you reflect about it:
1. “The sum is greater than the parts” – if we have a piece of a puzzle, we cannot see the
complete picture, but if each person puts together their pieces, voilà! This is what we call “create
synergies”; we will learn from each other (other business, providers, trainers, etc.) and achieve
different objectives in a collaborative environment.
2. - People will work and contribute in an equitable way because the failure of the group is the
failure of the all its components.
3. – It is a way of working with less hierarchy. This can promote the generation of ideas, we have
space for creativity and then, feelings like fear of ridicule disappear (one of the mains restrictions
for entrepreneurship).

Case study 1
Take a look at the video of Steve Jobs and think about the structure of Apple. What
do you think is the best way to organise their resources? Is there something that, in
your opinion, they could improve?
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4. - This perspective allows people to multitask because each one knows all the parts of the
company or project and have a more global vision of it.
5. - Working in teams, we can promote the sense of achievement, equity and camaraderie,
essential for a motivated workplace.

We already know the benefits of teamwork but, how to develop it? Here you have short tips
and advice to develop a successful teamwork method:
1.- Create common goals: plan, create timetables that makes you readily see the work of the
other components of the team.
2.- Promote a creative environment

Case study 2
In these pictures, here you have the offices of Pixar and of a consultancy company
in Spain, do you think it is a good environment to develop ideas? Could this work in
all kind of companies? Why?
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3.- Build cohesion: if we have the possibility to have feedback of other parts of the group, we
can create a climate that encourages all members of the team.
4.- Visualize and share ideas: make it visual, use whatever you need, post-its, toys, different
colors, etc.
5.- Erase restrictions and barriers: be clear on which are the channels to communicate and the
way to do it, to not generate repetitions and redundant information.
6.- EXECUTE: we have to put the ideas in action!

Activity 1 - Shipwrecked
You're on a plane and you're going on holidays. However, there has been an accident on
the plane and you are the only survivors aboard the boat, which is about to sink from the
weight.
A few kilometers you can see a desert island, which you can reach if you lighten the weight
of the boat.
Here are 12 objects, which you must list by priority. Firstly, as an individual create the list,
then discuss with the group the order of priority of the objects until you reach a
consensus.
The listing is:
• 5 diaper packs
• A revolver without ammunition
• 20 litres of drinking water
• A packet of cigarettes
• A cash register with money in different currencies
• 5 kilos of coal
• A rod
• A torch
• 3 bottles of Rum
• A parachute that does not carry the instructions
• A gold lighter
• A mirror
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5 DIAPER PACKS

A GUN WITH ONE BULLET

20 LITRES OF DRINKING
WATER

5 KILOS OF COAL

A PACKET OF CIGARETTES

A CASH REGISTER WITH
MONEY FROM DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES

3 BOTTLES OF RUM

A PARACHUTE WITHOUT
INSTRUCTIONS

A MIRROR

A ROD

AN ELECTRIC TORCH

A GOLD LIGHTER
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Activity 2 - Cannibals
Imagine that you finally have arrived at the island.
Now, you have been captured by a group of cannibals. Each week, a member of the group
will be eaten, and you are asked, politely and kindly, to give them a list with an order, of
who should be the first to the last to die.
Think about your goal as a group, and how you can contribute in the team.
Good luck!

The roles are:
• A fisherman with one arm
• A young and strong killer
• A mad mathematician
• A banker
• An old farmer
• An interpreter that knows the language of cannibals
• A blind locksmith
• A fat opera singer that knows medicine
• A mute explorer
• A deaf lion tamer
• An ill biologist
• A corrupt politician
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A FISHERMAN WITH ONE
ARM

A YOUNG AND STRONG KILLER

A MAD MATHEMATICIAN

A BANKER

AN OLD FARMER

AN INTERPRETER WHO
KNOWS THE LANGUAGE OF
CANNIBALS

A BLIND LOCKSMITH

A FAT OPERA SINGER WHO
KNOWS MEDICINE

A MUTE EXPLORER

A DEAF LION TAMER

AN ILL BIOLOGIST

A CORRUPT POLITICIAN
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Activity 3 – Blind Alphabet
To encourage teamwork, make groups of 5-6 students.
One of the team members will be blindfolded. The goal is for the blindfold to order all
pieces of the puzzle (by alphabet order or other, depending on the type of wooden item)
following the instructions of the team.
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b.- Organisation: 5s Kaizen method
5s Kaizen is a method of organisation that originates from Japan. Is a list of five words in
Japanese (seiri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu, and shitsuke). Don’t panic, we are going to study their
meaning and their possible applications.
If you want to start a business, one of the most important skills is organization, the capacity of
have a good space of work. That’s the reason why we include this part in “Module 0”.

Sort – Seiri
In this first phase, we seek to sort or classify
our work tools depending on the use we give.
We must classify our belongings according to
those we use less than once a year, several
times a year, monthly, weekly and daily, in
order to "separate unnecessary" and throw
away everything we have not used in more
than a year.
This first stage is to apply a bit of minimalism
to our environment. Lack of classification and
a workplace crowded with unnecessary
objects is the ideal recipe for permanent distraction.

Set in order – Seiton
We continue in this phase with the philosophy "a place for everything, and everything in its
place". We must follow the following steps:
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Determine which objects we
use frequently
Place them as close as
possible to us
Place them in places that
are obvious
Place the objects in order of
use and according to a
defined standard (we look
for automatism).

The goal is to know the place of
everything, both physical and
virtual, so that we have a good
organisation, setting standards.

Shine – Seiso
With an organised place it is much easier to clean and
remove the sources of dirt from our environment,
ensuring that all the objects we use are in perfect
operating condition.
It can be difficult to see the connection of the "seiso" with
our personal productivity, but the truth is that it can
impact much more than we imagine. Dirt usually leads to
the malfunctioning of things, and this will cause us to
waste time - either because it makes our work slower, or
because we have to use it to fix the problem.

Standardize - Seiketsu
By developing standards we must be able to detect anomalous or irregular situations, and
correct them immediately. In addition, applying standards is possible to maintain a certain level
of quality of work, in the sense of being able to predict the outcome for each process we do
periodically.
Every day task has a certain degree of repetition and predictability, so setting standards allows
us to know how we have to act to achieve that previously marked standard, pushing us toward
success.
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Sustain – Shitsuke
in this phase, we mean continuous improvement. The idea is not to conform to the standards
defined in the "seiso", "seiton" and "seiketsu", but to continually improve them according to our
new needs, the emergence of new best practices, acquired experience, etc. We must constantly
leave our comfort zone to expand our minds, create new job opportunities, continue to train,
etc. In this phase we avoid stagnating and continue to grow in the labor and personal level.

Activity 4 – 5S Method
Practice this method at your desk or workplace. Are you able to include one additional
“S” to this method? Which one and why? Look at the pictures with the examples.
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c.- Motivation: self-employment as an option
Sometimes, for an entrepreneur, it is very hard to understand why our decisions are not
working, our products are not demanded or our services are a mess. To stay calm and carry on,
we have to be motivated and don’t give up. Here you have 10 tips to motivate yourself.

1. Create a personal mission statement
Successful businesses and companies have a mission or vision, a statement that describes their
goals and what resources they would need to achieve them. The direction of the transmission
of this message is from the higher levels to lower, and the purpose is to motivate the different
stakeholders (customers, providers, workers, etc.).
For the same reason, talking about motivation, every entrepreneur should set his or her own
personal mission statement. You have to write it down, carry it always with you and never forget
why this statement is your mission; that will motivate you every day, even in the worst.
2. Make a plan.
The mission has to be supported by a plan. The plan allows you to clarify your first steps and to
make the general mission possible. You have to establish goals in short term, medium term and
long term.
Keep in mind that this plan can change, depending on your personal and professional
circumstances.
3. Start with a routine.
Starting the day with a routine allows your brain to be alert, focused and prepared to create new
habits. Revision of your plan could be a good way to start your routine, having breakfast, etc.
4. Set time for yourself.
Entrepreneurs usually spend all their time thinking about their business. That’s not a bad thing,
but it is important to set personal time during the day for yourself (exercise, take a walk, read,
meditate, etc.).
5. Plan ahead and set reminders.
Routine could be difficult to maintain. That’s the reason why we have to develop a habit of
setting reminders throughout the day for the important tasks and daily goals you have set. An
example: when you have to study, if you have the temptation of using Instagram all the time,
set reminders or alarms in your mobile phone like “Get off Instagram and back to work!”
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6. Set rewards.
Small achievements can create a big victory. We have to think big, but act small. For example, if
I put in a list all the objectives for this week, is easier for me to know if I’m on the right path or
not, and I can plan rewards to motivate myself.
7. Engage friends and family.
This engagement will put you under pressure (sometimes, it is the only way to react!).
8. Indulge in inspirational activities.
Like in the point number 4, sometimes you just need to look outside your circle for motivation
(rewatch a movie that you found inspiring, watch a TED talk, listen a radio or watch a TV
program, etc.).
9. Stay positive.
Create your own mantra or think about things that make you happy.
10. Sleep.
Recovery is the most important part to start the circle of motivation every day.

Activity 5 – Motivation tips
Put in practice all these steps and analyze if you feel more motivated or not. Why?
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d.- Creativity and innovation: lateral thinking
Creativity is one of the most important skills for entrepreneurs. Why? If you want to start a
business, especially in the creative industries, you have to give something “new” to your
customer. And how can I do it? Being creative, changing our way of thinking, going far away (in
the next module we will talk about methods to develop creativity because it can be learned).
In recent years, a new concept has emerged as a good way of putting creativity into practice:
the lateral thinking. We can define it as the process of solving problems but not looking for a
direct solution, but an indirect and creative one. Edward de Bono created this technique in 1967,
inspired in a clear example of lateral thinking:
“King Solomon had to find out who the mother of a little baby was, but both women declared
that they are the mothers. How can they solve the problem? They propose to cut in two parts the
little baby and give one to each woman. That way, he caused a reaction in the real mother who
didn’t want their little baby die and solved the problem”.

These are the 4 key stages related to the lateral thinking approach (we will talk about different
creative techniques in the next Module)
1. Embedding: analyze the portrait of the problem under its various aspects
2. Divergence: move away from the problem, to express a large number of original ideas
3. Convergence: transform the ideas stemming from the divergence into solutions of the
initial problem
4. Evaluation of the solution: selection of the best idea that should be developed

1
facts and data

2
brainstorm

3
selection of the
best ideas

networking
implementation

testing
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Activity 6 – Creative riddles
In pairs, try to solve these riddles using the approach of lateral thinking:
1.- Anthony and Cleopatra are found dead on the floor of a building in Egypt. Very close
there is broken glass. The only witness is the watchdog. There is no mark on any of their
bodies and they were not poisoned. How did they die?
2.- A man pushes his car. He stops when he arrives at a hotel and at that moment he
knows that he is bankrupt. Why?
3.- A man lies dead in a field. Next to it is an unopened backpack. There is no other
creature in the field. How did he die?" A clue: The man knew he was going to die as he
approached the place.
4- "A man walks into a bar and asks the waiter for a glass of water. The bartender kneels
for something, pulls out a gun and points at the man who just talked to him. The man says
thank you and leaves.
5.- "Five pieces of charcoal, a carrot and a cap are lying on the lawn of the garden. No one
threw them on the lawn and yet there is a perfectly logical reason for them to be there.
Which is the reason?"

6.- A hunter came out one morning from his camp. He walked a mile to the south and saw
a bear. He followed him east for an exact mile, where he killed him. Then he dragged him
a mile north to the same camp from which he had come. What color is the bear?
7.- Two brothers were having a drink in a bar. Suddenly, one got himself into heated
argument with the bartender. He took out a knife and, despite his brother's attempts to
stop him, wounded the bartender in his chest. In the trial he was found guilty of a deadly
weapon attack and of inflicting serious injuries. At the end, the judge said: "He has been
found guilty of a serious crime. However, I have no choice but to set him free”. Why?

Answers
1.- Antony and Cleopatra were fish. The watchdog threw the glass bowl at the ground and broke
it.
2.- He’s playing monopoly
3.- He jumped from a plane but the parachute did not open.
4.- The man had hiccups.
5.- It’s a melted snowman
6.- White because the journey he made is only possible in one of the Poles.
7.- They are siamese twins.
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Activity 7 - Stoytelling
Try to create a story with storytelling cubes. Throw the dice, and then with each symbol,
try to make connections and develop a story using the different elements.
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e.- Making decisions and resolving problems
1.- Problem solving
The capacity to deal effectively with difficult times depends on a person having access to a range
of flexible strategies for addressing conflict, seeking help, and dealing with unforeseen setbacks.

Why problem-solving skills are important
Everybody needs to solve problems every day. But we’re not born with the skills we need to do
this – we have to develop them.

When solving problems, it’s good to be able to:


listen and think calmly



consider options and respect other people’s opinions and needs



find constructive solutions, and sometimes work towards compromises

These abilities are highly valued in both social and work situations – they’re skills for life.
When you learn skills and strategies for problem-solving and sorting out conflicts by yourself,
you feel better about yourself. You’re more independent and better placed to make good
decisions on your own.

The problem solving process
Problem solving can be broken down into a four-step process which can be applied to almost
any type of problem, from the social to the scientific:

1.- Identify the problem
This step may sound obvious, but sometimes identifying the problem can be more difficult than
it appears. Once the problem is clearly identified, this often goes more than half-way to solving
it. Identifying the problem means clearly working out what your goal is, and what is currently
preventing you from achieving this outcome.
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2.- Generate solutions
The key at this stage of the process is not to be overly critical or evaluative of the solutions
generated, but to simply think of as many different ways of solving or addressing the problem
as possible. This is like a 'brainstorming'.

3.- Evaluate solutions and choose the best one to act on
Having generated a list of possible approaches to dealing with the problem, it is now necessary
to evaluate each of the options and decide which is the preferred approach, taking into
consideration everything that might be relevant to the decision. A person’s knowledge is rarely
perfect, so this is a matter of a 'best guess' in most cases.

4.- Evaluate the outcome
Having tried a solution, it is important to evaluate the success of the solution. If it hasn't worked,
return to step 2, and revisit the possible solutions. Continue this process until the problem is
resolved.

2.- Decision making
Through formal and informal decision-making, youth as decision-makers are engaged in making
powerful, meaningful and substantive choices, decisions and determinations that affect
themselves, their peers, their communities, and the world.
Ways Youths can change the world through decision-making
Personal Decision-Making — No matter who one is, where one is or what one is doing, everyday
everyone has decisions one can make for oneself. Youth engagement in personal decisionmaking happens all the time, choosing how to act, who to be around, and what to do. The
question becomes whether young people are making decisions intentionally or by accident,
coincidence, or otherwise.
Youths as Movement Leaders — Making decisions that create social change around the world,
youth engagement is happening through movements for the environment, education, political
reform, and many other issues. Engaging youth as movement leaders means positioning them
with authority, purpose and ability.
Community Decision-Making — Youth can be engaged acting on behalf of their
neighbourhoods, cultural groups, friends, and others. Community decision-making
opportunities can include engaging young people in neighbourhood associations, on community
boards, or through community building activities like graffiti art campaigns, service learning, or
other opportunities.
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Things Youth need to change the world through decision-making
Advocacy Opportunities — Purposefully engaging youth in advocacy opportunities is a tool for
developing their decision-making skills and abilities because this gives them practical, applicable
ways to see what their choices can lead towards and away from.
Training — Creating co-learning opportunities for youth and adults to work together and
facilitating these with intention can lead to stronger knowledge and skills sets among everyone
involved.
Stories — The inspiration to get engaged in making powerful, positive decisions can come to
youth by reading, hearing and interacting with others’ stories. These stories can cross cultural,
gender, socio-economic, identity and other boundaries and provide new insight to transform
their own lives and the lives of people around them.

Activity 8
An old woman who dedicated her whole life to animals has died. She had and cared for
many of these, who constitute all her estate. She died before specifying who would inherit
each animal.
The task is to grant each heir the most suitable animal to the needs of both. To do this,
you must first create an individual list; secondly, a list decided on by a group, and thirdly,
a list that everyone agrees on.

HEIRS
A teenage rebel
A community of elders
A woman 30 years head of department in a
multinational
A family: father, mother and three children
from 5 to 10 years old
A 50 year old village priest
A group of young people belonging to a youth
sports association
A 10 year old girl who is paralysed in a
wheelchair
A farmer of 42 years
A single old woman of 63 years old

ANIMALS
2 chimpanzees, male and female
A hunting dog
A tortoise
2 white mice male and female
A 3.2 metres boa
9 exotic fish
A parrot
An Angora cat, male
A rabbit
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A REBEL TEENAGER

AN ELDER’S COMMUNITY

A FEMALE CEO OF A
MULTINATIONAL

A FAMILY

A 50 YEAR OLD PRIEST

A YOUNG SPORTS
ASSOCIATION

A GIRL IN A WHEELCHAIR

A FARMER

AN OLD WOMAN

2 CHIMPANZEES

A HUNTING DOG

A TORTOISE

2 MICE

A BOA

9 EXOTIC FISH

A PARROT

AN ANGORA CAT

A RABBIT
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f.- Other important skills


Common sense










They know the field in which they work
Organisational capacity
Creative
Orientation to success
Take risks
Concentration
Generate their own work
Apply technology


















Innovators
Responsible
Optimistic
Pursue excellence
They finish what they start
They are not conformists
Customer orientation
Confidence in themselves
Teamwork
They appreciate freedom
They believe in success
They plan
They are competitive
Tenacity
They do not fear mistakes
Leadership
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 SELF-ASSESSMENT
1. 5s Kaizen is…
a. a method of organization that born in Japan
b. a dynamic to train the teamwork
c. a method of classification

2. The solving problems process is integrated by:
a. Identifying options, solving problem, evaluating outcome
b. Identify the problem, generate solutions, evaluate solutions and choose
the best one to act on and evaluate the outcome
c. Identify the problem, generate options, evaluate solutions and evaluate
the outcome

3. Which of these statements are advices for motivation?
a. Making a Plan
b. Stay positive
c. Both answers are correct

4. The four steps of lateral thinking are…
a. Embedding, divergence and evaluating options
b. Divergence, convergence and evaluation of the solution
c. Embedding, divergence, convergence and evaluation of the solution

5. When we talk about solving problems process, it’s essential to…
a. Consider options and respect other people’s opinions and needs
b. Find constructive solutions, and sometimes work towards compromises
c. Both answers are correct

1-a; 2-b; 3-c; 4-c; 5-c
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